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David Weisburd
Criminologist and George Mason University professor and CINA Science Committee member,
Learn more about the effectiveness of policing crime hot spots, strategies for economic development and crime reduction.

Marie Skubak Tillyer
can have a dramatic impact on city-level crime trends, so it is very important to understand concentrated in small areas, such as individual addresses, streets

Criminal activity is not uniformly distributed, but is rather highly

Isaiah Hall

The summer project focus was to protect the community and its privacy rights. Both CINA office build capacity in this rapidly evolving policy area.

“their enthusiasm, engagement, and most importantly, research-based findings helped our policy framework to support use of location data for law enforcement purposes while

Suarez
data and privacy issues.

In partnership with CINA and OSPP, the CINA Scholars researched and developed a new cell phone data and privacy issues.

The CINA Center proudly supported three projects this year through the DHS Summer Research Team Program for Minority Serving Institutions (MSI). We once again had an abundance of strong proposals, and we selected teams from the University of North Texas, Jackson State University, and the New York City College of Technology. Despite the ongoing pandemic, our scholars made great progress on projects ranging from data and network analytics to academic program development.

Our MSI Week in-person program returned this month, after pausing last year due to the challenges of a pandemic lockdown, these student and faculty researchers made great
day.

Jackson State University, and the New York City College of Technology. Despite the ongoing pandemic, these student and faculty researchers made great

Dr. Marie Tillyer: “Open Source Data and Predictive Analytics to CINA’s academic network, providing skills, viewpoints, ideas, and solutions which serve to continue to be impressed with the wealth of talent and energy in MSI institutions across the country, and I am encouraged by their appetite for working on hard problems of interest to

Criminology & Criminal Justice at the University of Texas at San Antonio discusses open

Dr. Rebecca Walter (University of Washington) are examining these diverse and

is a Criminology Law and Society major from

Arthur Acolin (University of Texas San Antonio),

You’re invited to submit articles, photos, videos, and story ideas to include in upcoming newsletters. Submit your ideas on our website’s
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You can watch a recorded version of today’s talk at 12:00 p.m. when

Transaction to Seizure” with Diana Dolliver

“Cryptocurrencies and Criminal Investigations: From

Social Media” - Wednesday, October 13

Dr. Marie Tillyer: “Open Source Data and Predictive Analytics to

“Organizations and Social Investigations: From Transaction to Nature” with Diana Dolliver

Register Now

Dr. Rebecca Walter: “Open Source Data and Predictive Analytics to

This CINA Scholar summer internship helped me better understand how different DHS components work together,

Was this a real project that revolved around criminal justice systems, even participating in
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